‘Millionaire
Matchmaker’
Success! Famous Couple Kenya
Moore and Boyfriend James
Still Dating
By Maggie Manfredi
A

real

housewife

finds

real

love!

According

to

UsMagazine.com, The Real Housewives of Atlanta star Kenya
Moore met her match on Patti Stanger’s show, Millionaire
Matchmaker. The episode aired Mar. 22 and the reality star
dished immediately after on the status of the famous couple.
She captioned an Instagram post with her boyfriend James,
saying, “Sometimes you can spend your whole life looking for
Prince Charming when a King arrives, thank you @pattistanger
and @cynthiabailey10 and my fans for your love and support and
desire for my happiness. #matchmaker #KingJames #FriendsFirst
#MillionaireMatchmaker.”

The Real Housewives of Atlanta star
Kenya Moore has found love again.
What are some ways to know you’ve
found the right match?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s spring time, and if you are anything like reality star
Kenya Moore, there is love in the air! Here are some tips on
knowing if you have found the right one:

1. You are having fun: Being in a relationship is about
happiness and joy. Finding a successful match is about being
with someone who makes you laugh, wants to do new things with
you and play and spend time together. Don’t settle for boring
or mediocre, because life is short. Spend it with someone
enjoyable!
Related Link: Bethenny Frankel Calls Money ‘The Root of All
Evil’ in Split With Celebrity Ex Jason Hoppy
2. You have mutual respect: In order for a relationship and
love to thrive, care and respect must be present from both
parties. Be courteous towards your partner and expect and
demand the same. Remember the golden rule: treat others as you
would like to be treated, same rules in love.
Related Link: Latest Celebrity Gossip: Mario Singer Dating
‘Blood, Sweat and Heels’ Reality Star
3. You are excited: Those first date butterflies or first
sight weak-in-the-knees feelings won’t stick forever. But you
want to still be excited by your partner as your love grows.
Are they doing things to surprise you or make you feel
special? Is there depth to their personality and to the
intimacy they share with you? Get excited by your partner, and
find ways to excite them.
Do you think this will be the final man to pop the question to
Kenya? Share your thoughts below!

